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LinkMisr Expanding the North
American Dealer Network
Two years ago, Lew Weiss, publisher of
Manufacturing Outlook, and I met at the
last MODEX Atlanta material handling
tradeshow. Two years later, MODEX
2022 (March 28-31, 2022) will once
again bring many global manufacturers
to the event. Nearly 800 exhibitors and
40,000 attendees will respect COVID
health and safety protocols while
learning about much-needed solutions
from a variety of global manufacturers.
MODEX, located at Georgia World
Congress Center, is sponsored by MHI,
an international trade association that
has represented this industry since
1945. MHI members include material
handling and logistics equipment and
systems manufacturers, integrators,
consultants, publishers, and third-party
logistics providers. The association
also sponsors ProMat, showcasing the
products and services of its member
companies and educating industry
professionals on the productivity
solutions provided through material
handling and logistics.

Last month, Manufacturing Outlook
launched a new, premiere section in
this widely-distributed digital magazine
called Africa Outlook, highlighting the
increasing role of the continent’s impact
on the global stage. For the first time,
there is an African company exhibiting
at MODEX: LinkMisr International.
LinkMisr International, a leading
industrial company specialized in
manufacturing shelving and racking
systems, is now serving North America.
Recently, Simon Armanious, currently
based in Canada, shared more about
the Egyptian company and why the
timing for growing the North American
distribution channel is ideal.
LinkMisr History
Simon shared that LinkMisr was
established in Egypt in 1993 and
now has four factories. In nearly
thirty years, the company has grown
significantly and sustained its position
as the market leader in Egypt and other
countries in the Middle East, Africa,
and North America. LinkMisr owns

and manufactures its products in 4
plants with a total area of 28,000 sqm
(more than 300,000 sq. ft.) using the
most modern equipment.
The manufacturing facilities include
an automatic shelving roll forming
line, powder coating painting line, and
uprights and beams roll forming line.
LinkMisr’s Commitment to the
Environment
Simon said, “We seek to minimize the
environmental impact of our activities
through the prevention of pollution,
minimizing waste, promoting good
environmental management practices,
using an environmental management
system which is externally audited
through ISO 14001.”
The company is committed to
preventing pollution while complying
with relevant environmental legislation
and other requirements. Adopting Lean
Manufacturing principles, the company
reduces the production of waste while
recycling and managing the effective
continued
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disposal of waste. In keeping with
other global green initiatives, LinkMisr
minimizes the actual and potential
environmental impacts associated with
all production activities.

food products and keeping perishable
items fresh is best accomplished with
high-density solutions such as Mobile
Pallet Racking, Pallet Drive-In, or Pallet
SAT.

Health and Safety
LinkMisr is committed to high
standards of health and safety, providing
safe working conditions. Continuous
improvement in health and safety
performance is achieved using robust
management systems and practices
in accordance with ISO 45001. The
company ensures the highest levels
of services and products externally
assessed through ISO 9001.
Simon said, “LinkMisr is keen to
continue the company’s distinguished
march in the field of modern and
advanced warehouse equipment
manufacturing among the specialized
companies in this field. This is why
2022 at MODEX is such an important
time to expand our dealer network
throughout North America.”

Dense storage reduces the amount
of space required to chill, reducing
operating costs. Automated solutions
to reduce picking time in chilled areas
provides an opportunity to reduce the
footprint of food storage areas.

North American Material Handling
Experts
Simon will select approximately thirty
North American material handling
experts in 2022. Because top quality
is essential, strategic partners must
understand the key benefits of a variety
of warehouse racking and pallet storage
systems. Only with reliable expertise
can a top-quality manufacturing
processes be achieved.

LinkMisr food and beverage customers
report up to 60% less floor space is
required than conventional racking.
Automotive

“Flexibility is the hallmark of
recommended solutions tailored to suit
customers’ warehouse pallet racking
requirements. Pallet racking systems
are fully adjustable within design
specifications to fulfill any changing
storage requirements,” according to
Simon.

Sectors Served
Food & Beverage
The challenges faced by the food
and beverage industry require
the maximization of available
space, managing different storage
temperatures, and responding to a high
turnover of stock, while maintaining
regulatory compliance of hygiene levels
and product lot traceability. LinkMisr’s
North American dealers must have
a thorough understanding of the key
factors involved with storage, flexibility,
stock rotation, and efficient pick rates.
With this expertise, North American
food and beverage companies can best
leverage storage capabilities.
Bespoke storage solutions work across
the entire food and drink sector supply
chain. Palletized food and beverage
on adjustable racking is standard even
in state-of-the-art warehouses. The
versatility of this pallet racking system
ensures that it can be assembled in
a single configuration to fit specific
storage needs.
Frozen food storage with maximum
space utilization is particularly vital in
cold storage warehouses. Storing frozen

system for the various automotive
accessories including storing exhaust
pipes, windscreens, and automotive
body parts requires a solution that is
space-efficient, secure, and makes
picking easy.

The various shapes and sizes of
automotive parts, from exhaust
pipes to fragile windscreens, make
automotive storage a special challenge.
Automotive workshop solutions
integrate the various storage accessories
for different components into a single
storage solution that corresponds with
automotive OEM and distribution needs.
For larger scale automotive situations,
such as a central warehouse for spare
parts and automotive accessories, the
ability to configure in different ways
such as multi-tier versions or placed on
mobile bases will best optimize space.
The automotive industry has a large
variety of boxes and small parts that
require handling and storing efficiently.
Shelf adaptability with storage bins
and a variety of different movable shelf
dividers are needed.
Several car parts are bulky and oddly
shaped and not made for conventional
storage. For this reason, special
solutions are needed. The storage

While LinkMisr is the first Africanbased manufacturer at an MHI event,
it will not be the last. At a time when
supply chain disruptions continue from
other regions of the globe, it is little
wonder why leaders from Africa are
capturing market share and mindshare.
Material handling experts who wish
to be considered by LinkMisr should
contact Simon Armanious at Simon.
Armanious@linkmisr.com or call (647)
884-3624.
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